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INTRODUCTION

The effects of meteorological conditions upon sound propagation in air

are to a large extent known; however, the importance of the various mAte-

urological conditions upon measured community noise levels during actual

aircraft operations has not previously been determined. Th, objective o'

this project was to separate out and examine the effects of local meteor-

ological conditions upon measured community aircraft noise exposure.

The study utilizes data measured at Orange County Airport in Santa Ana,

California. For over a year, the Orange County Airport noise abatement

office has been monitoring and recording noise levels in the surrounding

cormiunity due to aircraft operations at the airport. Several thousand

sound level measurements have been recorded which include botn takeoff

and landing sound levels produced by the Boeing 737, the Douglas DC-9

and most of the more popular business jet aircraft. Associated with the

direct noise measurements, related data have been collected on weather

conditions, noise abatement procedures, community noise exposure levels

and noise complaint histories. A part of the very large data bank con-

taining the information was used for this study. A principal advantage

of this data is that it provides information taken in the community sur-

rounding the airport over a long period of time, under varying meteoro-

logical and operational conditions.



BAC KGROUND

It is well known that the propagation of sound in the atmosphere is
dependent upon local meteorological parameters. The FAA noise standards

for aircraft type certification, for example, specify the corrections
for non-standard atmospheric conditions tVat -must be made to the EPNL
calculated from measured noise data. These corrections are based upon

data presented in SAE ARP 866.2 The noise standards also place limita-

tions upon the range of meteorological conditions under which noise cer-

tification tests can be carried out. Known atmospheric absorption data

can therefore be utilized to correct measured noise levels for meteoro-
logical conditions so that the measured noise levels can be referenced

to standard atmospheric conditions. Recent measurements of the flyover

noise from a T-33A aircraft were used to experimentally determine atmos-

pheric absorption.3 The aircraft was flown at nominal 100 percent engine
power on straight and level flybys. Measured noise and meteorological

data were used to determine experimental absorption coefficients. The

results indicate that for elevation angles greater than 15 degrees cal-

culations from ARP 866 generally underestimate the air-to-ground absorD-

tion coefficients, and for elevation angles less than 15 degrees the ex-
experimental absorption coefficients agree with and, in some cases, fall

below the ARP 866 predictions. Except for some scatter at low frequen-

cies and errors at high frequencies due to interference from background -

noise, the measured absorption coefficients show the same trends as the

predicted values. Thus, provided the propagation path is known, atros--

pheric attenuation of aircraft noise can be determined with reasonable

accuracy.

The effect of meteorological conditions upon community noise from air-

craft measured over a period of time, however, involves factors other

than atmospheric absorption. In addition to its effects upon atmospheric

attenuation, for example, temperature also strunqly affects aircraft per-
formance and thereby indirectly affects measured community noise. The

work carried out in this program was aimed at assessing the effects of
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temperature, humidity, wind force and direction, visibility, and ceiling

upon measured community noise by correlating these factors with measured

noise data.

The Orange County Airport ,.oise monitoring system provides a continuous

area-wide monitoring of the airport's noise environment. The ffonitoring
system presently consists of five microphone sensors arrayed in both the

landing and departure zones of t.,e airport as shown in Figure 1. Under

most conditions, runway 19R is normally used for both landing and depar-

ture. Three microphone sensors are located in the departure zone; one
is along the runway centerline about 10,O00 ft from the brake release

point, and the other two are about 3,000 ft on each side of the depar-

ture flight path and about 16,000 ft from the brake release point. Two

additional microphones are located along the runway centerline in the
approach zone at about 29,000 ft and 6,000 ft, respectively, from the
point of touchdown. The output of each microphone is in A-weighted dec-

ibles with a dynamic range of 60 to 120 dB(A). Mhe sensors conform to

applicable sections of IEC 179, ANSI S1.4-1971 and the Noise Standard

for California Airports. Output accuracy is *1.0 dB and each station

has logged over 3,000 hours during the past year and has remained within

calibration while exposed to the outdoor environment. Each sensor trans-

mits a frequency modulated signal over private telephone lines to a cen-

tral processing compiter located at the airport terminal.

A teletype and display output unit, connected to the central processor,

print the formulated data and serve as the input unit for the operator-

selected operational instructions. The system can be set to operate and
provide information according to a variety of formats by selecting thres-

hold levels at each station, resolution limits, maximum and minimum event

times, and minimum excursion values for each station. Using the various

parameters available in the system, almost all nonjet aircraft events can

be rejected or any class of events capable of description by the appli-

cable parameters can be selected. The system normally prints out single

event noise exposure level (SENEL) which is the A-weighted noise exposure

3
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level for a single event, hourly noise level (HNL) which is the average

(on an energy basis) A-weighted noise level during a particular hour, and

com•unity noise equivalent level (CNEL) which is an average A-weighted
noise level during a 24-hour day, adjusted to an equivalent level to
account for the lower noise tolerance of people in the evening and night-

time periods relative to the daytime periods. In addition, a true histo-

gram of individual or multiple station events may be printed out. The

detailed methods for calculating the SENEL, HNL and CNEL are given in the

"Adopted Noise Regulations for California Airports."4

The noise measurements used in the present calculations are the SENEL

measurements, which are closely related to the effective perceived noise

level (EPNL) for a single noise event. This study is limited to flyover

noise from the Boeing 737 aircraft (operated by Air California out of
Orange County Airport) to avoid variations that could be introduced into

the data by the use of a mix of aircraft types. Only takeoff noise data

are used for the calculations. Each calculation was made for SENEL
values which were measured at a given microphone for the Boeing 737 dur-

ing takeoff. In addition to the effects of meteorological conditions,

other variables that influence the measured data are the aircraft gross

weight, the particular aircraft producing the noise event, the pilot or

pilot technique, and other more secondary effects such as maneuvers to

avoid other traffic, VFR versus instrument departures, etc. The analysis

carried out here only accounts for the effects of the meteorological

parameters.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA

For each of the ninje matrices of collected data tabulated in Appendix A,

a complete multiple regression analysis was conducted. The results of

these individual analysis runs are presented as Appendix B.

The dependent parameter, Y, used throughout was the observed noise level

(SENEL) at microphone station #1 except for Runs 7, 8, and 9 which used
data from microphones #2, #3, and #4, respectively.

The following is a list of the independent variables, Xi, which were

studied in at least one analysis run.

1. Wind Speed, cverall (knots)

2. Wind Direction (degrees from flight path)

3. Flight path down-wind vector (knots)

4. Flight path cross-wind vector (knots)

5. Visibility (miles)

6. Ceiling, reciprocal (feet) 1I

7. Temperature (°R)

.8. Relative humidity (percent).

The major purpose of the experiment was to discover which factors from

the system of independent external meteorological conditions of interest

could be statistically related to the observed aircraft noise level as

measured at a fixed microphone station. The statistical technique used

to perform the evaluation was "multiple linear regression." 5

The input for the analysis is a data matrix of the following form:
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Y X X~ XIX1 X2 .. . . k

ii X 2Y1 Xl X12 . . . . .. Xlk

Y2 X21 X22 .. .. 2k

Y N XNi XN2  XNk

These data arrays for each of the nine analysis runs made are given in
Appendix A, and Appendix B presents the corresponding analysis results

for each of the nine runs made.

The analysis of variance is presented at the top of each page in Appen-

dix B. Basically, this analysis provides a measure of the relative sig-
nificance of each independent factor as it relates to the dependent var-

iable, which in this case is the measured noise level, Y. The quantity

""'F" in the next to last Lolumn is the statistic that provides the basis

for the significance test of each regression coefficient. The larger the
value of "F" the more significant the Independent variable is. The final

column is a code of the significance levels having the following meanings:

the corresponCing factor is not significantly
correlated with Y

+ : the corresponding factor is significantly cor-
related with Y at the 95 jrcent confidence level

++ : the corresponding factor is significantly cor-
related with Y at the 99 3rcent confidence level

: the corresponding factor is significantly cor-
related with Y at the 99.9 percent confidence level.

The multiple correlation coefficient, R, provides an estimate of the over-
all level of correlation for the particular analysis. A value near zero

7



indicates a relatively low correlation, while a value of R near + 1

(or -1) indicates high correlation and a near perfect predictability

of Y from the given system of. independent variables.

The value of R2 represents the overall fraction of the original varia-

tion in Y which is accounted for by the regression. The remaining vari-

ance, the prediction error, is then due to a combination of experimental

error (measurement errors, etc.) and the effects of additional signifi-

cant factors which are not a part of the current system of independent

variables.

The least squares prediction equation resUlting from the regression anal-

ysis is of the form:

Y = b0 + b1 X +b 2 X2 + . . + bk Xk

where the bi are the estimated regression coefficients. The quantity sE
is the estimated standard deviation of error of the fitted equation. The

results of the nine analysis runs are discussed below.

Run No. I

Multiple linear regression Run No. I was conducted for the SENEL measured

at microphone #1, as a function of temperature, humidity, wind speed,

wind direction, an6 visibility. Temperature and humidity were input as

exponential factors, whereas wind speed, wind direction, and visibility

were input as linear factors. Wind speed, wind direction and visibility

data were obtained from Orange County Airport weather reports. Tempera-

ture and humidity were obtained from Orange County Agricultural Depart-

ment weather reports.* For conditions of zero wind speed, random numbers

from 0-360 were used for wind direction.

The Orange County Agricultural Deoartment maintained a weather station
near the control tower at the Orange County Airport until I January 19/2.
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The major statistical result for this run, as seen in Appendix B, was that

temperature had a very large inverse effect on the measured noise level.

The h;gher the temperature, the smaller the noise level.

The only other effect showing up significantly on this run was wind

direction for which a marginal significance at the 95 percent confidence

level was indicated.

Run 14o. 2

The data used for the second correlation was the same as for the first.

However, only the effects of temperature ind wind direction were consid-

ered. As before, temperature was input as an exponential factor, %hereas

wind direction was input as a linear factor. Conditions of zero wind

speed were discarded in order to test the validity of using random num-

bers fj- wind direction under such conditions.

The results of this run were essentially the "same as for the first run.

Run Uo. 3

For the third study, the same set of data was used as for I.n No. 1.
Temperature was irput as a linear factor. All other conditions were the
same as for the second run.

The results for this run indicated that temperature alone was significant.

The overall result as measured by R was somewhat less than Run No. 2;

thds, it was concluded that for the future analysis the exponential trans-

formation of temperature would be retained.

Pun No. 4

Analysis No. 4 was run for the SENEL measurement by microphone #1 as a

function of temperature, ceiling, and wind down the runway. Temper.ature

was input as an exponential factor, ceiling was input a! an inverse fac-

9



;,or, and wind down the runway was input as a linear factor. The wind

down the runway was com.puted as the vector component in the d rection
of Vie wind down the runway. Temperature data was obtained f om Orange

ruunty Agricultural Department weather reports. Ceiling, wini speed, and

wind direction data were obtained from Orange County Airport weather re-

ports.

H!one of the factors indicated a significant relationship with noise level
on this run. The range of temperatures included for this ran was much
narrower than in prior runs, and, ttus, perhaps was not wide enough for the

effect to show up in the calculations.

Run No. 5

Analysis No. 5 was run for the SENEL measured at microphone #1 as a func-

tion nf temperature, crosswind, and wind down the runway. Temperature
was input as an exponential factor, whereas crosswind and wind down the
runway were treated as linear factors. Wind down the runway was computed

as in Correlation No. 4. Crosswind was computed as the vector component

of the wind perpendicular to the runway. The data were obtained from the
sam,. sources as for Run No. 4.

Only teteratt-ve indicated a significant inverse relationship with noise

level, as in prior runs.

Run Ho. 6

For Study No. 6, a completely new data set was obtained. SENEL of micro-

phone #1 was correlated versus temperature, humidity, wind speed, and

wind direction. Temperature and humidity were input as exponential fac-
tars, whereas wind speed and wird direction were input as linear factors.

Ra.dom nuwbers were used for wind direction data in the cases of zero

wind speed. Humidity data were obtained from United States Marine Corps

- 10
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Hielicopter Air Station, Sdnta Ana, California, (see Figure 1) weather

rr-irts. Temperatur2, wind speed, and wind direction data were obtained

frum Orange County Airport weather reports.

The results of this run indicated that, again, the inverse effect of tem-

peratu e was very significar-t. None of the other factors considered

were found to be significant.

Rur 1%. 7

Run No.. 7 was co.ducted for the SENTI of mic-riphone #2 ts a function r~f

tzrperature, humidity, wind speca, wind directien, snd visibility. AM

conditions were the same as for Rurn No. 1. except the microphone.

The results were essentially the same as found for microphone #1 with

the effect of temperature being the only significdnt factor.

SRun. No. 8

Study No. 8 wis run for the SENEL of hicrophone #3 - a function of

teaprature, humidity, wind speed, wind direction, and visfbility. As

for Run No. 7, conditions were the same as for Run No. I except; the

microphone. Fewer data sets were used since mic-,Vphone #3 did not func-

tion nreopery during some of the flights.

Yhe results were essential ly the same as the run For the other two

micr3phones. Thus, the results do not seews to subst.ntially diffe- as

a functicn of microphone placement.

Run No. 9

A completely new data set was obtained for Analysis No. 9. Ffr all pre-

vious correlations, data were used for flights departing to the south.

For this run, data were used for flights departing to the nzrth. The cor-

rel.tion wats run for 1ricr-,)hone #4 as a function of temperature, huniidity,

L11
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wind speed, and wind direction. Temperature and humidity were input as
exponential factors, whereas wind speed and wind direction were input as
linear variables. Random numbers were input as data for wind direction

for the conditions of zero wind speed. Humidity data were obtained
from United States Marine Corps Helicopter Air Station, Santa Ana,SCalifornia, weather reports. Temperature, wind epe-ed , and wind direc-

: tion weere obtained from Orange County Airport. weather reports.

) The results of this analysis indicated the presence of wind speed as a

significant inverse effect for the first time. It may have been a real
effect previously; however, the range of wind speeds present was per-

haps not sufficiently large for the true effect to be seen. The wind
speed range for this run was 0-25 knots. The effect of temperature did
not, however, show up on this run, probably because range of temperature
v -s_; somewhat narrow on this particular data set.

t
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S~SUKM.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The inerse effect of temperature was the only dominant effect that was

repeatable throughout the nine runs. There were only two cases which

did not indicate the temperature vaiable as significant, and in both of

these cases the range of temperature variation was considerably below

that of the other runs.

The effect of wind direction, although showing up significantly on re-

lated Runs I and 2, may very well not be a "real" effect. It did not

have a large effect, even on these runs, and it did fail to show up sig-

nificantly on any of the other runs. It.should be mentioned that an
"unrF.'l" effect showing up with significance code + will happen about

cne time in twenty and, clearly, this would not be too unlikely here

since about 30 tests of significance were made in the overall analysis.

The effect of wind speed, likewise, only showed up one time; however,

this more likely represents a real effect since the run on which it

did show up was Run No. 9, where the data set possessed the greatest

range for this factor (i.e., wind speeds up to 25 knots were observed).

1More data sets with large wind speed ranges should, however, be analyzed

before this factor is accepted as being "real." Run No. 9 was made
using recently acquired data taken during a so-called "Santa Ana" weath-

er condition. This local weather condition is characterized by high

winds from the north and very low humidity. A Santa Ana weather condi-

tion occurred during the later stages of the program. and, because Orange

County noise abatement personnel were noticing generally lower noise

levels, 6 a regression caiculation was made using new data taken during

this cordition.

None of the other factors appear to be significantly related to noise

level; however, ý, ,e of these factors should also be studied over wider

ranges to be more certain that they are not significant.

13



It should be noted that, although humidity is an important variable

affecting the attenuation of sound in the atmosphere, humidity was not

a statistically significant factor in any of the runs made here. This

was the case even though humidity varied over a fairly wide range in

all the runs in which it was included. Based upon the calculations
made here humidity, therefore, is apparently not an important parameter

in the measured community noise f'ori aircraft. This is a tentative con-

clusion based upor a limited number of calculations, however, and would

require further calculations based upon a wider range of data to fully

substantiate.

Some error was introduced by interpolation of the meterological factors

since data in all case- were not available at the time of the noise event.

Continuous monitoring of these parameters would reduce this error.

This work indicates that tenperatu-e rid possibly wind speed are the most
"important factors affecting measured aircraft noise levels under operat-

ing coiidiitions. The local meteorological factors generally account for

about one-fourth to one-third of the variations in measured noise levels.

This indicates that an improvement of predicated airport noise levels may

possibly be achieved by proper consideration of these parameters. Of more

importance is the possibility that the consideration of meteorological

parameters may significantly assist in airport noise abatenent planning

and evaluation. This work serves to indicate the relative importance of
meteorological parameters in measured community aircraft noise. Further

work using a wider data base at several locations would be required to

substantiate these results and lead to information that would be of sig-

nificant usefulness in noise abatement and prediction activities.

14
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APPENDIX B
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS RUNS

SET 1. (N=49 data set.:)
ANALYSIS OF VARIA31CE

Source d.f.* ss__* ms F* S. *
1 0.642 0.642 0.07 -

"X2 1 48.746 48.746 4.98 +
X3 1 0.045 0.045 0.005 -

X4 1 137.247 137.247 14.02 +++
X5 1 1.670 1.670 0.17 -

Residual Error 43 420.998 9.791
Totals 48 609.347

OVERALL CORRELATION ESTIMATE

R = 0.556

R = 0.309

PREDICTION EQUATION

4 A
Y = 228.64 - O.016X2 - 43.77X4

SE= 3.13

where 
Rane of Data Set

Low HighY Noise level in CNELdB, Mike #1 94.5 112.0
X1 Wind speed (knots) 0 15
X2= Wind direction, deg. from True North 0 360
X3 Visibility (miles) 0.1 40.0
X4 eT/ 528. where T=temperature in *R 505 554
X5  Relative humidity in % 30 92

d.f. = degrees of freedom; ss = sums of squares; ms = mean square;F = F-test ratio; sig. = significancE code.
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SET 2. (N=35 data sets)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source d. f__. ss ms _F Sibg- •

X2  1 30.404 30.404 4.16 +

X 1 98.940 98.940 13.54 +++

Residual Error 32 233.841 7.308

Totals 34 363.185

OVERALL CORRELATION ESTIMATE

SR = 0.597SR2 = 0.356

PREDICTION EQUATION

A
Y = 178.16 - O.0020X2 - 27.34X4

SE= 2.70

where Range of Data Set
Low Hi gh

Y = Noise level in CNELdB, Mike #1 97.0 112.0

X2 = Wind direction, deg. from True North 0 360

X 4 = eT/ 52 8 , where T=temperature in °R 505 554
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SET 3. (N=35 data sets)

A~LYSISOFVARIANCE

Source d.f. ss ms F Siq.
X2 1 19.053 19.053 2.38 -

X4 ! 88.289 &3.269 -11.04 ++Residual Error 32 255.843 7.995

Totals 34 363.185

OVERALL CORRELATION ESTIMATE

R = 0.544I2 R2 = 0.296

PREDICTION EQUATION

A

Y = 111.19 - 0.1021X4

sE = 2.83

wyh~ere Range of ýData Set

= Noise level in CNELdB, Mike #1 9L.o 112.0

X2 Wind direction, deg. from flight path 0 360
X4 = Temperature in OR 505 554
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SET 4. (N=43 data seos)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source d.f. ss ms F Sig1.9

I 1 1 0.168 0.168 0.02

X2 1 5.369 5.369 0.50 -

S3 1 17.825 17.825 1.67 -

Residual Error 39 415.766 10.661

-Totals 42 439.128

OVERALL CORRELATION ESTIMATE

R = 0.231
S• R2

R- = 0.053

PREDICTIýN EQUATION•
I A

Y = 104.09 (equals Y since no variables are
significant)

-s S= 3.27

where Range of Data Set
Low High

Y = Noise level in CNELdB, Mike #1 94.5 108.5

X, = eT/5 2 8, where T=temperature in OR 505 536
Swind sp. 0 15x 2 Flight path downwind vector - wind dir. 0 350

X = Reciprocal of ceiling, (feet)-' 900 0
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SET 5. (N=49 data sets)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source d.f. ss ms F Si.

X1 1 52.80 52.80 4.32 +

X2 1 2.86 2.85 0.23 -

X3 1 3.53 3.53 0.29 -

Resl~ual Error 45 550.16 12.226

Totals 48 609.35

OVERALL CORRELATION ESTIMATE

R = 0.312
R2 = 0.097

PREDICTION EQUATION

A

Y = 144.12 - 15.11X 1

sE = 3.50

where Range of Data Set
Law High

Y = Noise level in CNELdB, Mike #1 94.5 112.0

= eT/ 52 8 , where T=temperature in *R 505 554

x2 = Flight path downwind vector, in knots
wind sp. 0 15

x = Flight path crosswind vector, in knots
wind dir. 0 360
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S ET 6. (N=74 data sets)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source d.f. ss ms F Sig.

1 X 57.274 57.274 5.84 +

X2 1 5.112 5.112 0.52 -

_ 1 35.668 15.668 1.60 -

x 4  1 24.236 24.236 2.47 -

Residual Error 69 677.251 9.815

Totals 73 77S.541

OVERALL CORRELATION ESTIMATE

R = 0.36?

R = 0.131

PREDICTION EQUATION

A

Y = 142.75 - !2.518X1
SE= .13

where Range of Data Set

Low High

Y = Noise level in CNELdB, Mike #1 92.5 108.5

X- eT/ 5 28 , where T=temperature in °R 51i 548

X = Relative himidity in % 33 86

S3 WiPd direction, deg. from True North 0 360

X = Wind speed, knots 0 16
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SET 7. (N=49 data sets)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source d.f. ss ms F Sig.

x 1 1 0.528 0.528 .09 -

S2 1 14.153 14.!53 2.39 -

1 0.149 0.149 .03 -

X4 1 65.118 65.118 10.98 ++

1 5 1 4.862 4.862 .82 -

Residual Error 43 255.242 5.936

I Totals 48 339.918

OVERALL CORRELATION ESTIMATE

I R = 0.499

R = 0.249

PREDICTION EQUATION

A
Y = 148.43 - 21.613X4

sE = 2.44

where Range of Data Set

Low Hi__h

-i Y = Noise level in ZNELJB, Mike #2 82.0 96.0

"x = Wind speed, knots 0 15

S2 = Wind direction, deg. from True North 0 360

X = Visibility, miles 0.1 40.0

x = eT1 52 8 , where T=temperature in OR 505 554

X5 = e, where fl=humidity in % 30 92
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j SET 8. (N=43 data sets)

AtUALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source d.f. ss ms F Sig.

, 1 4.584 4.584 0.64 -

x 1 9.322 9.322 1.30 -

X3 1 13.091 13.091 1.83 -

X4 1 58.831 58.831 8.23 ++

S5 1 1.063 1.063 0.15 -

Residual Error 37 264.586 7.151

Totals 42 351.477

OVERALL CORRELATION ESTIMATE

R = 0.497

R2 = 0.247

PREDICTION EQUATION

A

Y = 150.03 - 21.907X4

sE = 2.67

where Ran e of Data Set

Low High

Y = Noise level in CNELdB, Mike #3 84.5 97.0

- 1 = Wind speed, knots 0 15

x 2 = Wind direction, deg. from True North 0 360
. 3 = Visibility, miles 0.1 40.0

x 4 = eT/ 5 28 . where T=temperature in °R 505 554

X5 = eH, where H=relative humidity in % 30 92

*1



SET 9. (N=45 data sets)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source d.f. ss ms F Sig.

X 1 7.012 7.012 0.58 -

x2  1 95.408 95.408 7.92 ++

X3  1 29.C73 29.073 2.41 -

X 1 8.526 8.526 0.71

Residual Error 40 482.092 12.052

Totals 44 622.111

OVERALL CORRELATION ESTIMATE

R = 0.474

R = 0.225

PREDICTION EQUATION
A

Y = 118.52 - 6.801X2

SE = 3.47

where Range of Data Set

Low High

Y = Noise level in CUELdB, Mike #4 91.0 106.0

XI = Wind direction, deg. from True North 0 360

X2 = Wind speed, knots 0 25

x 3 = eT/ 5 28 , where T=temperature in OR 509 552
S= eH where H=relative humidity in % 26 94

X4
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